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Abstract— Exoskeletons which amplify the strength of their
operators can enable heavy-duty manipulation of unknown
objects. However, this type of behavior is difficult to accomplish;
it requires the exoskeleton to sense and amplify the operator’s
interaction forces while remaining stable. But, the goals of am-
plification and robust stability when connected to the operator
fundamentally conflict. As a solution, we introduce a design with
a spring in series with the force sensitive cuff. This allows us to
design an exoskeleton compliance behavior which is nominally
passive, even with high amplification ratios. In practice, time
delay and discrete time filters prevent our strategy from actually
achieving passivity, but the designed compliance still makes
the exoskeleton more robust to spring-like human behaviors.
Our exoskeleton is actuated by a series elastic actuator (SEA),
which introduces another spring into the system. We show that
shaping the cuff compliance for the exoskeleton can be made
into approximately the same problem as shaping the spring
compliance of an SEA. We therefore introduce a feedback
controller and gain tuning method which takes advantage of an
existing compliance shaping technique for SEAs. We call our
strategy the “double compliance shaping” method. With large
amplification ratios, this controller tends to amplify nonlinear
transmission friction effects, so we additionally propose a
“transmission disturbance observer” to mitigate this drawback.
Our methods are validated on a single-degree-of-freedom elbow
exoskeleton.

I. INTRODUCTION

Exoskeletons are a broad category of wearable collab-
orative robots that have been successful in a wide range
of applications. Some aim to recover locomotion capability
lost to disease [1], [2] or offload the strenuous work of
rehabilitation therapy from therapists [3], [4]. Others aim to
minimally detract from the performance of healthy operators
while augmenting their motion with simple pre-programmed
boosts to improve efficiency in walking or other predictable
tasks [5], [6]. However, different control techniques are
necessary to allow exoskeletons to increase the payload,
strength, and endurance of operators (healthy or otherwise)
as they attempt non-repetitive, unpredictable tasks. We call
such systems “amplification exoskeletons”, since their goal
is the amplification of their human operators.

We can subdivide amplification into three types: payload
amplification seeks to reduce the burden of a modeled
payload on the operator; strength amplification seeks to
amplify the human with respect to unmodeled loads; and
endurance amplification seeks to help the operator move
their own body. These three areas of amplification are all
independently valuable, and most exoskeleton systems in the
literature have focused on one to the exclusion of others. The
BLEEX exoskeleton focuses on payload amplification, using
gravity compensation and positive acceleration feedback to
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Fig. 1. The experimental compliant cuff exoskeleton, assembled at the
Human Centered Robotics Lab in the University of Texas at Austin,
comprising: (a) a motor suspension spring and (b) a belt-drive to ball
screw transmission driven by an electric motor (these two comprising an
Appronik Systems Orion Series Elastic Actuator (SEA)); (c) a mount for
adding weights to the exoskeleton structure, (d) a flexure spring made of
two aluminum plates, (e) a six axis ATI Mini40 force/torque sensor, (f) a
cuff (padding not shown) to be attached to the human forearm, and (g) an
inclined arm rest to position the elbow near the kinematic rotation axis of
the exoskeleton (padding typically added below the elbow for comfort).

help the operator move a carefully modeled load [7], [8].
Endurance amplification has been addressed by extending
inertia reduction [9] and gravity compensation [10] to (re-
duce) the inertia and gravity of operators themselves. This
paper, however, focuses on the control difficulties of strength
amplification (with regard to unknown loads), in which the
environmental forces can still be perceived by the operator.

To increase the strength of an operator means to augment
the interaction forces they exert on the unknown world.
Amplification exoskeletons do this by being physically sand-
wiched between the user and the environment, measuring
the forces the user applies to the exoskeleton, and applying
additional forces to make the force between the exoskeleton
and the environment much larger than the force between the
human and the exoskeleton. As shown in the HARDIMAN
I project, this is a challenging control problem [11]. The
system’s stability depends on the human and environmental
impedance [12]. While at first it may seem that strength
and payload amplification serve the same purpose (indeed
strength augmentation helps carry large, unmodeled pay-
loads) strength amplification is a relatively impractical way to
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handle known payloads and is therefore a relatively unusual
approach.

A strategy known as admittance control, or “getting out
of the way” [13], [14], [15], [16], uses position control on
the exoskeleton and shifts a position set-point based on the
human forces. This strategy is more focused on payload
than strength amplification, since it requires modification
and additional sensors in order to allow the operator to
control the interaction force when interacting with unmoving
environments [17].

Haptic impedance controllers [18], [19], [20], [21] share
many of the control difficulties associated with strength
amplification. This community has recognized the impor-
tance of the human impedance—which can change due to
antagonistic muscle co-contraction [22]. While many inter-
action controllers are designed to be energetically passive—
requiring net energy from the human if it is forced to follow
any cyclic trajectory—this is a conservative requirement.
More accurate bounds on the human’s capabilities lead to
higher performance controllers which are still stable when
interfacing with humans [23]. Bounded uncertain human
impedance models have also been applied to design the
closed loop interface dynamics of an amplification exoskele-
ton [24].

This paper introduces a mechanical spring between the
human cuff and the exoskeleton structure in order to im-
prove the passivity properties of the system. We do not
seek complementary stability with any particular bounded
uncertain human model, but rather a qualitative change in
the types of passive human behaviors that can destabilize the
system. While the exoskeleton is fundamentally non-passive
in that it amplifies the human (and adds energy in doing
so), its impedance (and dynamic compliance1) at the human
interface can be shaped to a considerable degree. We apply
the recently developed theory of compliance shaping [25] for
series elastic actuators twice to design the feedback gains
for the exoskeleton. We call this controller design approach
“double compliance shaping”. We treat the exoskeleton with
the elastic cuff as a series elastic actuator whose motor
subsystem is itself a series elastic actuator. The contributions
of the paper are in 1) the theory of double compliance shap-
ing for exoskeleton control, 2) a transmission disturbance
observer which is designed to remove nonlinear transmis-
sion effects, and 3) empirical validations of the first two
contributions. Overall, this study aims to offer a framework
for devising controllers and compliant cuffs for well behaved
strength amplifying exoskeletons.

II. MODELING

The model shown in Fig. 2 is a series-elastic-actuator-
driven exoskeleton with a series elastic cuff. While the series
elastic joint (interface τj–θj) is a fourth order system, the
actuator itself (interface τs–θj ) is only second order. Motor
dynamics are approximated with inertia and linear damping.

1Dynamic compliance is a position per force transfer function, and the
integral of admittance.

TABLE I
SYMBOL GLOSSARY

Symbol Meaning

θm(s) reflected motor deflection angle (signal)
τm(s) reflected motor input torque (signal)

Jm, Bm reflected motor inertia and damping (constant)
θs(s), τs(s) spring deflection angle and torque (signal)

Ks, Kc SEA spring and exo cuff stiffnesses (constant)
θj(s), τj(s) exoskeleton joint angle, external torque (signal)

Jj exoskeleton joint inertia (constant)
θc(s), τc(s) cuff spring deflection and torque (signal)

K1, B1, K2, B2 SEA controller parameters (constant)
K̃1, B̃1, K̃2, B̃2 SEA compliance shape parameters (constant)
K̂1, B̂1, K̂2, B̂2 meta-SEA (cuff) controller parameters (constant)

ζ, ζ̂ zero-pair damping ratios for SEA and meta-SEA
B̂m, Ĵm virtual motor damping and inertia (constant)

α amplification ratio (constant)
Gθ(s) motor position feedback (transfer function)
Gs(s) spring torque feedback (transfer function)
Gc(s) cuff torque feedback (transfer function)
Gv(s) virtual motor input filter (transfer function)
Ĉ5(s) virtual motor system compliance (trans. function)
τ̂m virtual motor torque (signal)

No model of imperfect backdrivability is used (backdrivabil-
ity will be enforced later using the disturbance observer).
While the system is part prismatic and part rotational, we use
a linear schematic for the whole system for simplicity. Later
we employ a gain scheduling technique to keep the controller
behavior similar even as the transmission ratio changes.

A. Open Loop Linear Model

Fig. 2 and Tab. II describe the actuator as a sequence of
series and parallel interconnections of elements with different
dynamic compliances. There are seven systems here, includ-
ing the feedback controllers for each of the three sensed
signals: motor position θm, spring torque τs, and cuff torque
τc (all reflected into the joint space using the transmission
Jacobian). These seven systems are built up as follows: 1) the
passive motor compliance, 2) the closed loop motor system
with position feedback, or system 1’s parallel interconnection
with motor position feedback, 3) 2’s series interconnection
with spring torque feedback, 4) 3’s series interconnection
with the SEA spring, 5) 4’s parallel interconnection with the
exoskeleton, 6) 5’s series interconnection with cuff torque
feedback, and 7) 6’s series interconnection with the cuff
spring.

At each level of interconnection, we keep track of not
only the system compliance, but also the effect of the motor
current on the output position. We define a “system” to
be a pair of an “external” compliance (position per exter-
nal torque) and a “motor” compliance (position per motor
torque), both of which are transfer functions. At each level
of interconnection the meaning of position, external force,
and motor torque change slightly as more components are
grouped together, as shown in Tab. II.

We then use the following two propositions to define the
behavior of series and parallel interconnections.

Proposition 1 (Systems in Parallel). The parallel inter-
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TABLE II
SEVEN SYSTEM INTERCONNECTIONS MODEL OF A SERIES ELASTIC EXOSKELETON WITH A COMPLIANT CUFF

System (Compliance Pair) Definition Position External Torque Motor Torque

S1 = (C1(s), H1(s)) S1 = ( 1
Jms2+Bms

, e−sT

Jms2+Bms
) θm τs τm

S2 = (C2(s), H2(s)) S2 = Parallel(S1, [−1/Gθ(s)C1(s)H1(s)]) θm τs τ2 = τm −Gθ(s)θm
S3 = (C3(s), H2(s)) S3 = Series (S2, [Gs(s)H2(s)]) θm τs τ3 = τ2 −Gs(s)τs
S4 = (C4(s), H2(s)) S4 = Series (S3, [1/Ks]) θj = θm +K−1

s τs τs τ3
S5 = (C5(s), H5(s)) S5 = Parallel

(
S4, [1/(Jjs

2)]
)

θj τj = τs + Jjs
2θj τ3

Ŝ5 = (Ĉ5(s), Ĉ5(s)) Ŝ5 =
(
1/(Ĵms2 + B̂ms), 1/(Ĵms2 + B̂ms)

)
θj τj τ̂m = G−1

v (s)τ3

S6 = (C6(s), H5(s)) S6 = Series (S5, [Gc(s)H5(s)]) θj τc = τj τ6 = τ3 −Gc(s)τc
S7 = (C7(s), H5(s)) S7 = Series (S6, [1/Kc]) θh = θj +K−1

c τc τc τ6

connection of the system S1 = (C1(s), H1(s)) and the
compliance C2(s), denoted S = Parallel(S1, C2(s)), is

S =
(
[C−11 (s) + C−12 (s)]−1,

[C−11 (s) + C−12 (s)]−1C−11 (s)H1(s)
)

(1)

Proposition 2 (Systems in Series). The series interconnec-
tion of the system (C1(s), H1(s)) and the compliance C2(s),
denoted S = Series(S1, C2(s)), is

S =
(
[C1(s) + C2(s)], H1(s)

)
(2)

It is also possible to represent feedback control as a
virtual parallel or series system, using the following two
propositions.

Proposition 3 (Virtual Parallel Systems). The system
(C1(s), H1(s)) under the position controller G(s) is equiv-
alent to the parallel interconnection of that system and the
virtual parallel system

C ′(s) = − C1(s)

H1(s)G(s)
(3)

Proposition 4 (Virtual Series Systems). The system
(C1(s), H1(s)) under the force controller G(s) is equivalent
to the series interconnection of that system and the virtual
series system

C ′(s) = G(s)H1(s) (4)

These propositions can be used to model both the com-
pliance and output compliance of an arbitrarily complex
assemblage of passive elements and sensor feedbacks. Tab. II
demonstrates their application to the series elastic exoskele-
ton with the compliant cuff. Note that the time delay e−sT

in the first system’s input compliance is neglected in finding
the nominal model. This time delay will later be critical for
finding the performance limits.

The angles, torques, and dynamics in Tab. I (the symbol
glossary) are all mechanically reflected through the applica-
ble gear ratios into the reference frame of the joint, such that

Jj

θj

τj

Ks

θsθm
JmBm

τm

τj

J

τs

τs

τsτs

First SEA

Virtual Motor System

θc

Kcτc τc

Second (Meta-) SEA

θh

Differential
Flywheel: a
symbol for
inertia

Fig. 2. Double-SEA model of a compliant exoskeleton. Here the inner SEA
can be tuned via compliance shaping in order to have the desired dominant
second order pole locations when combined with the joint inertia. Together,
these are then approximated as second order for the purpose of designing the
controller of the second (meta-) SEA. A virtual motor torque input signal is
adjusted by an appropriately chosen filter. Compliance shaping can therefore
be applied to tuning the behavior of the meta-SEA, just like any other SEA.

the frequency domain signals2 are related as follows:

θj = θm + θs, τj = Jjs
2θj + τs,

τs = Ksθs, (Jms
2 +Bms)θm = τs + τm,

θh = θj + θc, τj = τc = Kcθc. (5)

The six equations above are a complete description of this
simple linear model.

B. Compliance Shaping for SEAs

Compliance shaping for SEAs is a control strategy that
dictates the gains of a controller based on the desired closed
loop SEA compliance. This builds on our earlier work which
introduced compliance shaping and applied it to the design of
high-stiffness position control of SEAs [25]. The controller
(which is also closely related to the full-state feedback
controller of [26]) is

τm = −(K1 +B1s)θm + (K2 +B2s)θs, (6)

with controller gain variables K1, B1, K2, and B2.

2This paper’s notation neglects the explicit functional dependence on the
Laplace variable s for the lower-case greek letter variables, which represent
signals, except where they are introduced in Tab. I.
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Using the parallel and series interconnections of Tab. II,
with Gθ(s) = −(K1+B1s) and Gs(s) = (K2+B2s) yields
the SEA compliance

θj
τs

=
Jms

2 + (Bm +B1 +B2)s+ (Ks +K1 +K2)

(Jms2 + (Bm +B1)s+K1)Ks
, (7)

which we can rewrite in terms of a ratio of second order
polynomials

θj
τs

= C4(s) =
s2 + B̃2s+ K̃2

(s2 + B̃1s+ K̃1)Ks

, (8)

in order to extract the gains of the controller as a function
of the shape of the compliance:

K1 = JmK̃1, K2 = Jm(K̃2 − K̃1)−Ks,

B1 = JmB̃1 −Bm, B2 = Jm(B̃2 − B̃1). (9)

Thus we consider this controller to shape the compliance of
the closed loop SEA.

The chosen compliance shape then determines C5(s),

θj
τj

=
s2 + B̃2s+ K̃2

Jjs2(s2 + B̃2s+ K̃2) +Ks(s2 + B̃1s+ K̃1)
, (10)

which is often a primary consideration when choosing the
two poles and two zeros of C4(s).

C. Virtual Motor System

As shown in Fig. 2, we treat S5 as a virtual motor for the
meta-SEA. However, S5 is fourth order rather than second
order, and has a compliance with respect to motor torque,
H5(s), which is different from its compliance with respect
to external torques, C5(s). Therefore, some manipulation is
needed to force it to behave like a motor system.

First, we introduce the system Ŝ(s) which we intend to
make S5(s) resemble. This desired virtual motor system has
the same compliance with respect to external torques and
motor torques: 1/(Ĵms2 + B̂ms).

For our purpose it is sufficient for C5(s) to only ap-
proximately match Ĉ5(s) at low frequencies. We apply the
following approximation of (10),

Ĉ5 =
1

Ks/K̃2 · (s2 + B̃1s+ K̃1)
, (11)

which is a reasonable estimate for angular frequencies sat-
isfying K̃2 � ‖s2 + B̃2s‖ and for Ĵm such that Ĵm � Je.
This relationship then determines parameters of the SEA
compliance C4: K̃2 = Ks/Ĵm, K̃1 = 0, and B̃1 = K̃2/Ks ·
B̂m.

Compared to accurately matching C5(s) to Ĉ5(s), com-
pensating for the behavior of H5(s) is very important. This
is accomplished with a special purpose filter Gv(s),

Gv(s) = Jm/Ĵm

[
1 +

Jj
Ks

s2(s2 + B̃2s+ K̃2)

s2 + B̃1s+ K̃1

]
, (12)

which we use to define a new virtual motor torque vari-
able τ̂m, s.t. Gv τ̂m = τ3. And with this compensator, we
can reasonably expect the transfer function θj/τ̂m to be

1/(Ĵms
2B̂ms). However, in order to implement this non-

causal Gv(s) filter, we will need to introduce low pass filters.
These, in conjunction with the feedback delay, contribute
phase lag to this transfer function in practice.

D. Compliance Ratios and the Amplification Rate

In our linear model, the joint angle of an exoskeleton
which is in contact with both an amplified operator and an
environment is the superposition of the two joint signals from
the operator and environment. In the special case where the
output motion is locked,

θj = 0 = C5τenvironmnet + C6τhuman, (13)
τenvironment = −C6/C5τhuman. (14)

That is to say, the ratio C6(s)/C5(s) is the amplification
of the human. If both C5 and C6 are minimum phase and
stable, then this amplification will also be minimum phase
and stable. Note that the cuff spring is irrelevant to this ratio.

III. TRANSMISSION DISTURBANCE OBSERVER

The motor dynamics have been, up to this point in the
paper, modeled as a linear system. However, in truth there
are highly nonlinear friction effects in the transmission
which would prevent easy back-driving of the device under
normal circumstances. Let us consider a model of the motor
dynamics alone which treats this deviation from linearity as
a torque disturbance δf :

τs + τm + δf = Jmθ̈m +Bmθ̇m. (15)

We call this the autonomous motor model, since it has
no relationship to the unknown environment. Allowing the
controller to treat the transmission as an autonomous system
is a lesser known advantage of SEAs.

A recent advancement in SEA control is the disturbance
observer (DOB), which estimates and then compensates for
some unsensed (disturbance) input to the plant. Different
cascade control structures result in widely varying DOB
behaviors, as these cascade structures have different SISO
plants in their design models. DOB structures applied to
SISO models of motor position [27] cancel the combination
of friction and back-driving forces that disturb the otherwise
current-driven motor model. DOB have also been applied to
canceling errors in the full oscillatory dynamics of a double
inertia system (a vibration system equivalent to a series
elastic actuator) [28]. When applied to rejecting disturbances
in a closed-loop force-control plant, the DOB must cancel
out the transmission friction and output acceleration inputs
which act alongside the force set-point to influence the spring
force [29]. It is also possible to directly reject disturbances
in the open loop model [30], [31], which has shown to
be an equivalent approach [32]. These force disturbance
observers improve impedance rendering accuracy when used
in a cascaded impedance controller [33].

As they relate to understanding the limits of SEA per-
formance, DOBs have two distinct effects. When a DOB
cancels transmission friction, it works against the largest
source of nonlinearity in the system and therefore makes
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Fig. 3. Block Diagram showing a) the cuff torque compensator, b) the
SEA compliance shaping controller, c) the disturbance observer (along with
the system it acts on), and d) our model of the physical system. .
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Fig. 4. Tuning the disturbance observer’s Q filter to avoid destabilization
by time delay.

linear stability analysis more accurate. On the other hand,
when the DOB attempts to cancel an important aspect of
the system behavior it can make the system more diffi-
cult to stabilize. For instance, canceling the relationship
between output acceleration and spring force is an implicit
acceleration feedback, which can jeopardize the passivity
of the output (and require a minimum output inertia for
stability). We therefore propose a transmission DOB which
only removes errors in the autonomous motor model. This
should make our system behave more linearly, while leaving
any drastic changes to the system behavior to the linear
feedback controller designed via compliance shaping.

The block diagram in Fig. 3 shows our whole controller
and the physical system (d). At the top level, (a) shows the
force feedback control for the virtual SEA, with the filter
Gv(s) that compensates for the difference between motor
torques and forces on the exoskeleton. A SEA compliance
shaping controller (b) uses motor and spring torque feedback
to make C5(s) resemble Ĉ5(s). The disturbance observer
(DOB) is the lowest level of control and only seeks to
make the linear assumptions more accurate by rejecting the
transmission force disturbance δf .

The Bode plot in Fig. 4 shows three transfer functions

which explain the tuning limit of the DOB Q filter. First,
looking closely at Fig. 3.c, we can see that the DOB has a
net feedback gain of Q(s)/(1−Q(s))C−11 (s) between output
θm and input τm. If we assume the model of the inverse
plant is accurate, then this is essentially an open loop gain of
Q(s)/(1−Q(s)) from τm back to τm. The first line in Fig. 4
is this open loop gain multiplied by the system’s control time
delay (essentially, an un-modeled aspect of the plant). When
this open loop is closed, we can see how the time delay
distorts the poles of the low pass filter Q—the second line in
Fig. 4. The third line is the original Q filter, for comparison.
When a Q filter is chosen with an excessive bandwidth or
insufficient damping, this second line will reveal unstable
pole behavior in the Bode plot.

IV. DOUBLE COMPLIANCE SHAPING CONTROL DESIGN

Fig. 5 demonstrates a fundamental stability issue of
strength amplification exoskeletons: in order to increase
compliance, a sort of “phase-debt” must be paid eventually.
Unlike the introduction of non-minimum phase zeros, this
problem cannot be avoided. When a human operator acts
as a spring of sufficient stiffness, this non-passive phase can
lead to instability. For this reason, we’ve added a mechanical
spring in series with the cuff. While this will not resolve
the issue of passivity, it helps ensure coupled stability by
switching the problem of destabilization by stiff springs to
the problem of destabilization by light inertias.

The process we use to design the controller is visualized
in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. Our approach first designs a nominal
compliance for C7 (the compliance of the exoskeleton’s cuff
angle with respect to human torques) and then for C5 (the
compliance of the exoskeleton angle with respect to external
torques from the environment). These nominal compliances
are only approximations. In the case of C7 this is due to the
many low pass filters which must be added to the cuff torque
signal in order to actually implement the compensator Gv
(which is not causal), as well as the time delay. For C5, it is
because the nominal motor model is only second order, while
the actual system is fourth order and does not have any ability
to alter its high-frequency inertia behavior. However, these
nominal transfer functions are still very useful since they
allow us to parameterize the controller in terms of nominal
poles and zeros, asymptotic behaviors, or damping ratios for
pole and zero pairs.

The first part of our design process (the top of Fig. 7)
is to set the filter frequencies and damping ratios for the
low pass filters required for implementing the cuff torque
compensation filter Gv . This is a straightforward trade-off
between noise amplification and phase lag. The filters will
be used to sanity-check the shape of C7, as shown in Fig. 7.
However, the discrete-time implementation of these filters
may slightly differ from the behavior of the continuous
time filters, and this will require iterative design. Next, the
behavior of the nominal cuff compliance C7 is specified
using the attenuated virtual motor inertia Ĵm/α, damping
B̂m/α, and the damping ratio ζ̂ of the nominal second
order zero occurring at the intersection with the cuff spring
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Choose the filter frequencies for the low-pass cuff filters

Choose Ĵm/α, B̂m/α, and ζ̂
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Choose α and ζ
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human, despite implementation?

Yes

Yes

No

No

Done

Is C5 minimum phase and stable? Yes

No

Fig. 7. Flow chart of the controller design process.

compliance line. These parameters are chosen before the
amplification rate and only describe the nominal C7 behavior.

At this point, we should be able to test the expected C7

(including the low pass filters). Unfortunately, our implemen-
tation of the Gv(s) only filters the part of the expression
which needs a second order derivative, and this results in an
actual filtering behavior which is slightly different (with a
slightly better phase) than our prediction step, which assumes

that the whole cuff feedback signal is filtered by these low-
pass filters.

After choosing the amplification ratio α, we can describe
the nominal C7(s),

C7(s) = θh/τc u
s2 + 2ζ̂

√
αKc/Ĵm + αKc/Ĵm

Kc(s2 + B̂m/Ĵms)
, (16)

which entails gains

K̂2 = α− 1, B̂2 = (2ζ̂

√
KcĴmα− B̂m)/Kc, (17)

following the same logic as Sec. II-B. At this step, we
have designed the controller for the meta-SEA based on
its compliance shape (16). The above gains represent the
spring force feedback controller for the meta-SEA. All that
remains is to design the SEA compliance C4(s) such that the
joint compliance C5(s) resembles the desired virtual motor
compliance Ĉ5(s) at low frequencies.

There is only one free parameter left—the damping ratio
of the second order zero pair ζ. The C4(s) which yields the
appropriate low frequency behavior is

C4(s) = θj/τs =
s2 + 2ζ

√
Ks/Ĵms+Ks/Ĵm

Ks(s2 + B̂m/Ĵms)
. (18)

And again, compliance shaping converts this desired com-
pliance into actionable gains

K1 = 0, B1 = B̂mJm/Ĵm −Bm, (19)

K2 = Jm/Ĵm − 1, (20)

B2 = (2ζ

√
Ks/Ĵm − B̂m/Ĵm)Jm/Ks. (21)

From here, the filter Gv can be calculated, and there are no
more free parameters anywhere in the control.

What this control law is doing, in essence, is first setting
the C7(s) compliance as high as possible without introducing
a non-minimum phase zero. Then, in order to accomplish the
desired amplification α it reduces the compliance of C5(s)
by using negative spring torque feedback to amplify inertia of
the motor, which dominates C5(s) at low frequencies. This
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Fig. 8. Demonstration of strength amplification behavior with output
locked.

has the unintended side effect of amplifying transmission
friction in the output. However, this effect is mitigated by
the transmission disturbance observer.

As the joint angle changes, so does the transmission
Jacobian, and with it the reflected motor inertia, motor
damping, and spring stiffness. Fortunately, our algebraic
method is extremely simple computationally, and we can re-
generate the appropriate gains according to the new values
of these parameters at every time step. This simple gain
scheduling approach comes with no guarantee of stability,
but, in practice, is effective. Even as the Jacobian changes,
the compliance C7(s) that the human feels should stay the
same. However, the compliance that the environment feels,
C5(s), will change noticeably. When the reflected spring
compliance, 1/Ks, increases, the frequency at which C5(s)
deviates from its nominal model drops. When this happens,
the bandwidth of the amplification ratio also decreases.

A. Passivity of the Operator Compliance

While the nominal operator compliance can be made
passive, the phase lag in the cuff feedback signal make it
impractical to actually achieve this. As pointed out in [34],
the human provides a very convenient hysteretic damping,
and therefore using the passivity criteria to judge coupled
stability with a human operator is very conservative. We
instead claim that the addition of a spring, along with the
SEA compliance shaping technique which ensures that the
zeros introduced by this spring are sufficiently damped,
serves to avoid oscillations due to high-stiffness operators
interacting with high-frequency amplification. The strategy
simply substitutes a susceptibility to spring-like humans for
one to inertia-like humans.

V. EXPERIMENTS

Using the hardware setup pictured in Fig. 1, we were
able to test several iterations of this controller. We were
not able to exhaustively explore the parameter space of the
controllers, but the stability predictions of the model (when
accounting for the time delay, filtering lags, and discrete time
implementation of Gv) have been reliable thus far.

disturbance δf
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remaineder δf − δ̂f

300

200

100
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-100

-200
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Fig. 9. A test of the disturbance observer, using a simple position controller
and a slow sinusoidal position input. This test shows the hysteretic behavior
of the transmission disturbance. The disturbance observer estimates the
equation error in motor system torque balance, and uses this estimate to
cancel the undesirable coulomb friction behavior.

Fig. 8 shows an experiment where the exoskeleton output
is locked, and compares the torque applied by the actuator
to the low frequency amplification gain α − 1. This test
illustrates the success of our amplification, since the τs is
clearly tracking 7 · τc. It also confirms the basic premise
of our control design process: that high amplification ratios
can be obtained by simultaneously increasing the compliance
the human feels, C7(s), and decreasing the compliance the
environment feels, C5(s). While it may be more common to
think only of increasing C7(s) and making the human’s life
easier, C7(s) is harder to raise than C5(s) is to reduce.

Some residual oscillation (at roughly 17.5 Hz) occurs
in steady state, which can be seen in Fig. 8.b and in its
magnification axes Fig. 8.c. This may be due to a slight
backlash in the transmission. Negative torques push against
the joint limit in this experiment. Imperfect calibration of
the 6-axis cuff force/torque sensor zero point leaves the cuff
torque signal τc with a roughly 4/7 Nm bias. Together, these
points suggest that this vibration occurs near zero force, and
may therefore be related to backlash in the transmission.

To demonstrate the benefit of using the disturbance ob-
server, we conducted a simple experiment with position
control SEA gains, no cuff feedback, and a slow sinusoidal
input. The actuator forces for this experiment are plotted
in Fig. 9 against the joint angle. Since this is a repetitive
test, we can see how the transmission force is essentially
a hysteretic friction effect. The disturbance signal is found
off-line by differentiating motor velocity, and computing the
equation error in (15). On top of this, we plot the disturbance
observer’s internal state representing its estimate of this
disturbance, and also the difference between the estimate and
the equation error. Only this small discrepancy disrupts the
linearity of the motor system as it appears to the higher-level
of controllers.
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VI. CONCLUSION

This paper shows that strength amplification exoskeletons
can accomplish their objective equally effectively by increas-
ing the compliance they show to the human or decreasing
the compliance they show to the world. We developed an
amplification controller which allows for elastic cuffs by
treating the exoskeleton as a series elastic actuator system
(the motor of which is also a series elastic actuator). Fur-
thermore, we designed a SEA-specific disturbance observer
which, unlike other disturbance observers, does not attempt
to remove an input from the nominal plant which could be
otherwise handled by compliance shaping.
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